OVERVIEW

COFORGE ONECLOUD SERVICE FOR APPIAN
According to Gartner, accelerated by the Covid crisis, the worldwide end-user spending on public cloud services is forecast to grow 18.4% in 2021 to total $304.9 billion. Gartner predicts the cloud will become the dominant deployment model across all areas of financial management applications by 2025.

Over the last few years, organizations have been moving operations to the cloud at a steady pace to increase collaboration and productivity. Uncertainty and the likely realities of the ‘new normal’ mean a dramatic rise in businesses charting the course for their journeys toward cloud computing and digital transformation. Companies of all sizes and compositions are now moving towards software and cloud-based solutions to keep productivity levels high.

The Coforge OneCloud service for Appian helps business assess their readiness to migrate to their preferred Appian Cloud offering.

Coforge enable enterprise cloud transformation through our Appian one stop shop for all related Appian service offerings.

Our specialized services will be augmented by proprietary tools and accelerators, designed for accelerating your Appian cloud journey.

**SUPPORTED CLOUD JOURNEYS WITH APPIAN**

**Coforge Managed Cloud**

- Private Cloud with both On-premise and Cloud integration
- Completely managed by Coforge
- Highly secure

**Appian Managed Cloud**

- Provides customer virtual private Cloud
- Primarily supports Amazon Web Services Cloud
- Also supports Microsoft Azure and Google Cloud

**Customer Managed Cloud**

- Private Cloud with both on-premise and Cloud integration
- Completely or partially managed by the customer
- Highly secure

**WHY COFORGE ONECLOUD FOR APPIAN**

- **Cloud Consulting**
  - Assess your cloud readiness and secure cloud journey blueprint with on-premise premises infrastructure: cloud platform and Application Readiness Assessment tool kit.
  - Cloud assessment tool kit.
  - Coforge proprietary tools and accelerators.
  - On the 20% faster cloud adoption.

- **Cloud Acceleration Tools/Frameworks**
  - Onboard Coforge proprietary tool kit.
  - Compliant with Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).
  - 20% faster cloud adoption.
  - Easy server maintenance by ensuring zero downtime.
  - Faster to market by enabling reduced deployment cycles.

- **Managed Cloud**
  - All cloud related services including infrastructure, feeding and support in a single service model.
  - Availability of related skills like Cloud platform SME, Appian, Database, Testing, Support Specialist in a single execution squad.
  - Leverage Coforge Cloud Assessment framework and cost calculator to predict Journey timeline and Cost.

- **Predictable Cost**
  - Uptake availability of cloud journey timeline with predictable cloud migration and maintenance cost.
  - 50% investment from Coforge on cloud consulting.
  - Guided assessment through proprietary cloud assessment framework.
  - Assessment of right cloud with 3 years cost benefit analysis.
  - 20% faster cloud adoption.
  - Easy server maintenance by ensuring zero downtime.
  - Faster to market by enabling reduced deployment cycles.
  - Smoother execution of services due to availability of all required skills in single team.
  - Hassle free execution from Cloud consulting through pre-defined SLA.
  - Competitive cost models.
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- Advanced tool to automatically assess custom made plugins and source code (Java with current version)

- The tool analyses source code of the plug-in for any incompatibility and generates detailed report automatically with roadblocks for migration

- An intelligent planning and assessment asset that provides a set of questionnaire to obtain most relevant information and data from customer which is required to assess cloud readiness

- Automatically analyses information and generates assessment score for the 'Cloud implementation'/'Migration of on-premises Applications' Asset also provides recommendations to speed up the implementation/migration process

- CI/CD framework that makes version control and automatic deployments to higher environments seamless. Along with promoting Appian objects, this asset allows promotion of DB scripts and facilitates test scripts automatically to run in target environment after deployments. This asset helps in scheduling releases and provides full fledged monitoring of the entire deployment process including pre and post deployment checks

- Helps analysing environment's server health in real time. Allows easy access to logs, analyse them to monitor. Appian processes efficiently

- Coforge’s Cloud and Infrastructure Management Services

WHY COFROGE?

Build a future-ready enterprise with Coforge’s Cloud and Infrastructure Management Services

Coforge combine domain and technology with engineering practices to help you understand, measure, rethink, redefine, evolve, and future-proof your multi-cloud environment. Coforge leverages its in-house accelerators, analytics, automation, hybrid cloud, and AIOps services to realize current trends, optimize, transform avenues while improving performance, availability, and resilience. Leveraging our AIOps platform, we empower the ‘anywhere enterprise’ of the future with:

- Service catalog-led policy-based provisioning
- Multi-speed operating model
- Cloud innovation and migration factory
- Organization upskill and engineering culture transformation

Coforge brings thought leadership especially around Data, Cloud, Digital. Coforge helped us implement cloud within 8 months which is very significant. We tend to go with people (Coforge) who actually understand our business.

- Jim Fink
Chief Administrative Officer
Voya Investment Management

- Coforge ranked amongst the top 3 IT service providers in customer satisfaction in Whitelane’s 2020 UK IT Sourcing Study
- Coforge recognized as a Leader in NelsonHall NEAT Report for Cloud Infrastructure Brokerage, Orchestration and Management Services
Coforge is a leading global IT solutions organization, enabling its clients to transform at the intersect of unparalleled domain expertise and emerging technologies to achieve real-world business impact. We leverage AI, Cloud and Insight driven technologies, allied with our industry expertise, to transform client businesses into intelligent, high growth enterprises. Today our proprietary platforms power critical business industries. Our 21,000 technology and process consultants engineer, design, consult, operate and modernize systems across the world.

Learn more about Coforge at: www.coforgetech.com

Stay connected: Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram.